
the Acorn Barnacle Chthamalus anisopoma." 
In the process of testing the costs of mor 

phological adaptations against predators, 
Curtis Lively has shown exceptional ecologi 
cal insight, demonstrated creative use of ex 

periments, and presented the results with great 
clarity. It is clearly the sort of dramatic finding 
which will be cited in many future textbooks, 
and makes a major contribution to modern 

ecology. 
Dr. Lively is currently in New Zealand at the 

University of Canterbury, Christchurch, where 
he is continuing his work on the maintenance 
of sexual reproduction in the snail begun when 
he was a postdoctoral fellow at the same in 
stitution from July 1984 to July 1987. His cur 

rent one-year NSF-funded research fellow 

ship is administered through the Department 
of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at the 

University of Arizona, where he received his 
Ph.D. in 1984. 

Written by Ralph E. Good 
Selection Committee: 

Warren G. Abrahamson 

Ralph E. Good, Chair 

Clyde E. Goulden 

Raymond B. Huey 
Bruce A. Menge 
Thomas W. Schoener 
Rebecca R. Sharitz 

Christopher C. Smith 

WILLIAM S. COOPER AWARD 

The William S. Cooper Award is a recog 
nition by the Society of distinguished research 
in geobotany and physiographic ecology. The 

award has two objectives, first to honor the 

author(s) of a paper in geobotany or physio 
graphic ecology published in the past five years 
in any journal, and second, to encourage stu 

dents to pursue work on these subjects. In 

making The Cooper Award, the awards com 
mittee has agreed that geobotany and phys 

iographic ecology will include studies of the 
interaction of earth processes, surface forms, 

and physical disturbance events (or process 

es) that structure or control the nature of biotic 

assemblages. 
Dr. Ronald P. Nielson of Oregon State Uni 

versity and the EPA Laboratory in Corvallis, 
and Dr. L. H. Wullstein of the University of 
Utah are the recipients of the William S. Coo 

per Award for 1987. This year's award rec 

ognizes a paper, The distribution of two 
southwest American oaks in relation to at 

mospheric dynamics, Journal of Biogeogra 
phy 10:275-297,1983. The paper examines 
the relationship of two climatic boundaries, 
the spring polar front, and the average north 
ern penetration of the Arizona monsoon, sup 

plemented by experimental studies, so as to 
understand and explain edaphic control of the 

Ronald P. Neilson, senior author of the Cooper 
Award paper. L. H. Wullstein was research advisor 

for Dr. Neilson's Ph.D. thesis, from which the paper 
was largely derived. 

distribution of the two oak species. The species 
are found in the mountains of Utah and north 
ern New Mexico and Arizona, and do not now 

overlap. The paper was drawn largely from 
the Ph.D. thesis Dr. Nielson presented at the 

University of Utah under the direction of Dr. 
Wullstein. 
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We should note also the relationship be 
tween this award-winning paper and the origins 
of physiographic ecology in North America. 

W. S. Cooper, whose contributions the award 

recognizes, was a student of the great phys 
iographic ecologist Henry Chandler Cowles at 
the University of Chicago, as was Walter Cot 

tarn, later of the University of Utah. Cowles 

pointed out the anomalous oak distribution 

problem in northeastern Utah to Walter Cot 
tarn many years ago, and it was Cottam, now 

retired, who pointed it out to Dr. Nielson. 

Written by Orie L. Loucks 
Selection Committee: 

Orie L. Loucks, Chair 
Jane H. Bock 
Kimball T. Harper 
Emily Russell 
Allan M. Solomon 

Philip V. Wells 
Peter White 

BUELL AWARD 

Sharon Y. Strauss 

Murray F. Buell ascribed great importance 
to the participation of students at meetings 
and to excellence in the presentation of pa 
pers. To honor his dedication to the Ecological 
Society of America and to the younger gen 
eration of ecologists this award is presented 
to a student (undergraduate, graduate or re 
cent doctorate) for the outstanding oral paper 
presented at the Society's annual meeting. 

The 1987 winner of the award is Sharon Y. 
Strauss for her paper, "Historical effects of 

herbivory on sumac fitness." Sharon received 
her bachelor's degree from Harvard Univer 

sity, a master's from the University of Min 
nesota and is currently completing her doc 
torate in the Department of Biological Science 
at Florida State University. 

Receiving honorable mention citations were 

Susan Mopper of Northern Arizona University 
for her paper, "Skewed herbivore sex ratios: 

A plant defense mechanism?" and Shahid 
Naeem of the University of California at 

Berkeley for his paper, "Resource heteroge 
neity fosters coexistence of a mite and a midge 
in pitcher plants." 

Since being instituted in 1977, the award 
has been presented to the following individ 
uals: 

1977 James R. Ehleringer (Stanford Univer 

sity) 
1978 Paul A. Delcourt (University of Minne 

sota) 

Br*K ?Mr 

1979 John Dacey (Michigan State University) 
1980 Andrew Sih (UC-Santa Barbara) 
1981 Becky J. Brown (University of Florida) 
1982 Deanna J. Stouder (UC-Santa Barbara) 
1983 Elaine M. Birk (University of North Car 

olina) 
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